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Dear RMBL Members,
Friends, and Community,

Aspens, photo by David Inouye, Ph.D.

RMBL Board of Trustees
One of the primary themes that emerged
from this summer’s Board meeting is the desire
to put RMBL on a sustainable basis. Before investing in expanding our facilities or our programs the Board articulated a desire to make
certain we can do a good job of maintaining our
existing levels of support for students and scientists. What does this involve?
Operating RMBL on a sustainable basis involves
addressing two different issues. First it is important to
maintain the existing infrastructure and replace it when
necessary. While RMBL will always depend in part on
fundraising for major building replacements or renovations, many investments need to be made annually out
of our operating budget.
For example, access to the internet and email is
a critical service that students and scientists depend
upon. It takes a server, a firewall, and radios to keep the
system working. Without maintaining and upgrading
the system on a regular basis, the ability of scientists
to connect to the internet quickly degrades. In a similar fashion, we must make annual investments in the
buildings (from backed up sewer lines to maintaining
electrical systems), research equipment such as microscopes and mapping units, and our vehicles.
Staffing is also an important part of sustainability.
Operating facilities in a remote location that receives
450 inches of snow each year is no simple task, especially when we typically have less than a month after the
snow melts to be fully operational. And because summer operations are unique it takes at least three years
for even highly qualified staff to get up to speed. I joke

Currently RMBL does not have sufficient staff to
realize its potential. From supporting long-term research projects, to handling the crush of summer activities, to providing technical support for a wide range of
computer systems, RMBL has lots of opportunities to
improve the support we provide students and scientists.
Unfortunately Crested Butte is an expensive place.
Not only does Gunnison County have the highest
healthcare costs in the country but housing is expensive. The flipside is that many people want to live in
Crested Butte. The combination of a strong community and exciting academic environment makes RMBL
an attractive organization to work for. No one needs to
get rich working at RMBL; we just need to provide a
living wage.
While RMBL has had a lot of recent success, we
have a ways to go before we will provide a high quality of service to students and scientists year in and year
out. As RMBL’s Board looks into the future they will
be talking about how to cover these basic costs of oper-
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endowment, expanding programs outside summer to
take advantage of our facilities, increasing annual giving,
and looking for other creative solutions.
Raising money for annual operations and endowment is a challenge. It can be easier to target funding
for buildings or one-time projects. But as RMBL moves
into the future, it will be critical that we take on the
harder task of making RMBL sustainable. Supporting
field science, especially the largest collection of longterm studies, has never been more important!
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that the first summer can feel like getting hit by a bus.
The second summer staff should be able to see the bus
coming and be able to step out of the way. By the third
summer they should be driving it. The combination of
unique facilities with a slow learning curve puts a premium on retaining staff in order to maintain efficient
operations and a high level of service.
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“In a rapidly changing world,
RMBL sustains our quality
of life by accelerating discoveries about
the ecosystems that replenish the
world’s air, water, and food supplies.”
Cover photo: Bumblebee photo from
RMBL Archives

Profile of an Undergraduate Student at RMBL: Timothy Barnes
How did you hear about RMBL?

it can be boring, you never really know how your
day will go, and that excites me. I would also like
to continue lab work in the future, although not
as exciting as field work, having the structure of a
lab is nice. It gives order and some structure to a
hectic field season, and keeps field work fresh and
exciting.

I was first informed about RMBL while taking
a Biology of Organisms course at Chaffey Community College in Rancho Cucamonga. Robin Ikeda,
my professor at the time, noticed my interest in
research and my affinity for the local mountains
and recommended looking into the REU program
offered at RMBL. After hearing Robin’s experiences at RMBL, and reading what RMBL offered
for undergraduate students I knew that I wanted
to attend.

Tell us a little about yourself. What
university do you attend and what you are
thinking about career wise?

What sort of work and research do you do?
While at RMBL I worked for the Whiteman
Lab, led by Dr. Noah Whiteman, with Nicolas
Alexandre, a Ph.D. student from the lab at the
University of California Berkeley, on Broad-Tailed
Hummingbirds. This involved capture and handling of the hummingbirds along with several
measurements, and then release of the hummingbird. Over the summer I looked at associations of
morphological features with pollen presences and
absence. Back at Berkeley I will soon be assisting
Nicolas with looking for the genes that are associated with the morphological traits that we measured. This will entail sequencing the DNA of the
sampled hummingbirds, and then a genome-wide
association study (GWAS) to look for associations
between genes and morphological traits in the
Broad-Tailed Hummingbirds.

What do you like best about living and
working at Gothic?
What comes to mind first is the location. It
offers amazing views from any place, adventure
around every corner, and an unparalleled opportunity to connect with nature. However, what I loved
the most about living in Gothic was definitely the
people. People come from across the country to
work at the field station, and everyone you meet
has an amazing story to tell about how they came
to be at Gothic. Everyone was incredibly friendly and willing to help you with anything. That is
something I really miss, now that I have returned
to the city.

What scientific fact have you learned that
surprised you or got you to think about
your science in a new way?
I learned a lot about carbon nitrogen cycling in
boreal ponds, and how global warming is affecting
them. I also learned a little bit about how these

Timothy Barnes, photo by Jimmy Lee, Ph.D.
ponds may affect global warming, and the potential
for these ponds to speed up climate change. The
research team from Allegheny University has done
a lot of work with these ponds, and have made a
lot of interesting discoveries during their time researching the boreal ponds near Gothic. Before
meeting this amazing group of people, I did not
give ponds a lot of thought in regards to climate
change, but now I take more time to look at the big
picture and how everything is connected. Seemingly small things can have a dramatic impact on the
global scale.

What advice would you give to
other students?
The number one piece of advice I got while
at RMBL, and now something I live by is to take
breaks. This might seem like a simple thing to do,
but it is one of the most important things you can
do for yourself. Burn out is a very real thing, and
everyone will experience it at some point. You cannot give 110% effort all the time. You need to step
back from your work and rest.

What aspects are you most likely to continue doing as you go through your career,
in other words, what parts of the job meant
the most to you? (teaching, field work, lab
work, etc.)
Field work is definitely something I want to
continue throughout my career. The adventure, and
excitement of working in the field is something I do
not want to give up. Even though some aspects of

I was raised in Upland, California in Southern
California. I got the equivalent of a high school
degree at the age of 16, and then started at Chaffey Community College. I spend three years there
studying biology, and this fall I transferred to UC
Berkeley. At Berkeley, I am majoring in Microbial
Biology with an emphasis on evolution and computational genomics. I am in the process of joining
the Whiteman lab at Berkeley, and continuing to
work with Nicolas. After undergrad, I hope to enter into a graduate program, but I am not sure what
I want to focus on just yet. After graduate school I
would want to teach, but I am not sure if I would
want to teach at a community college or at a larger
university.
The Ryan Brown Fellowship was critical to my
attendance at RMBL. Without financial assistance,
RMBL is no small investment for students or their
families. This fellowship enables students to attend
RMBL without a large financial burden weighing
on them while they work. I cannot express how
grateful I am to have been the 2017 Ryan Brown
Fellowship recipient. The opportunities that were
given to me as a result of this fellowship will affect
me for the rest of my life.
The Ryan Brown
Fellowship was
established by Ginny
and Ken Brown
after the unfortunate
passing of their
son Ryan Kenneth
Brown at Gothic on
September 3, 2000. Ryan’s family and friends
organize a series of Ryan’s Runs around the
country each year to raise money for this
scholarship.
More info at http://ryans5krun.org/
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Scientists Take Differing Roads to RMBL
By Tony Stroh
On a warm August day, longtime RMBL scientist David Inouye sits in his cabin in Gothic and
watches hummingbirds gather at a feeder outside
his window. To the south, Crested Butte Mountain rises into a cloudless sky. Inouye’s focus is on
the birds; Broad-tailed and Rufous. He knows
them by heart, having observed and studied them
from his first season in Gothic in 1971.
It was that first summer in Gothic that
convinced Inouye to do his Ph.D. research there.
Decades later, as a now-retired Professor Emeritus in Biology from the University of Maryland,
he explains his decision: “I’ve always enjoyed being outdoors, and one
of my grandmothers
helped to foster my
interest in birds and
in nature. When I
was growing up there
wasn’t much available
in the way of nature
camps, such as RMBL
now offers, but at
Swarthmore College I
was able to take some
biology classes that
had field trips and
outdoor labs, which
helped me decide to pursue field biology.”
That summer Inouye, who was about to start
as a graduate student at the University of North
Carolina, took a physiological ecology class from
the late Professor Bill Calder, who at the time
was at the University of Arizona. The class was
instrumental in fostering his desire to study hummingbirds in their natural habitat. Today, as an
ecologist, he studies hummingbirds and their interaction with flowers, bees and flies, and the role
hummingbirds have as pollinators.
The two most common species of hummingbirds found in the Gothic area are the Broadtailed, which reproduce in the Gothic area, and
whose ‘nestlings’ are born in June, and the Rufous,
that fly through the Gothic region on their journey south after reproducing in the northwest.
In Gothic, Inouye notes that hummingbird
nests are typically found along watercourses, and
in trees, though there have been cases where nests
have been built on some of the buildings in Gothic.

As pollinators, hummingbirds transfer pollen from plant to plant, with one of their favorite
plants being the scarlet gilia.
His work in Gothic has included the training
of other scientists in the daily habits of Broadtails and Rufous. One of those scientists is Noah
Whiteman, Ph.D., a professor at the University of
California in Berkeley, who credits Inouye for the
training he received in his early years in Gothic.
“RMBL has been critical to my development as a
scientist. I’m an evolutionary geneticist; most of
the people at the station are ecologists. I was initially a bit worried about this, but they welcomed
and nurtured me.”
Whiteman developed a strong interest
in the natural world as
a boy in Minnesota.
His father, whom he
describes as “a superb
naturalist and outdoorsman”, nurtured
his son’s interest in the
natural world when
the family lived in
Duluth, and later, in
Minnesota’s northern
region.
“The Aurora Borealis, great grey owls, timber
wolves, and pitcher plants are the things that come
to mind when I think back on that time. That experience, which included a lot of time in solitude,
instilled in me a love for the natural world that has
fueled my desire to understand how it works. Relatively untouched habitats are hard to find, and
sometimes they are dangerous, but these are the
places where one can still study evolution in action, and to these places I am drawn.”
Later, his Minnesota years behind him,
Whiteman spent several months in the Galapagos
Islands, where he lived in a tent while researching
endangered birds and their parasites.
Whiteman credits the inquisitiveness that he
finds in the RMBL community as having been essential to his development as a scientist.
“All this would never have been possible without the collaborative spirit and the intellectual infrastructure present at the station. RMBL is a testament that research spans multiple generations,

RMBL has been critical to
my development as a scientist.
I’m an evolutionary geneticist; most of the people at the
station are ecologists. I was
initially a bit worried about
this, but they welcomed and
nurtured me.
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Broad-tailed Hummingbird,
photo by David Inouye, Ph.D.
but is bound together by the common passion to
understand our natural world.”
David and Noah are now collaborating on a
hummingbird research project in Gothic, helping
to foster the next generation of researchers by
mentoring Noah’s graduate student Nicolas Alexandre. Nic is now working to sequence the genome of the Broad-tailed hummingbird, to identify the genes that underlie the variation in size
and shape of the birds’ bills, which influence their
choice of flowers to visit. This combination of
ecology and evolutionary biology will be another
demonstration of the kinds of interesting science
fostered by the RMBL community of scientists.

Budding scientists study during the RMBL
summer youth programs. Photo by RMBL

Marmot Club Member Profile: Drs. John and Mel Harte
By Sarah Oktay, Ph.D.
How did you come to be at RMBL?

conclusions, described in 33 journal papers gener-

I first came to RMBL in 1977, at the invita-

ated by this experiment, are that Artemisia triden-

tion of Paul Ehrlich, Ph.D. to participate in the

tata (sagebrush) will dominate the Gothic mead-

teaching of an undergraduate course called “Bi-

ows over the coming decades if projected global

ology and the Human Predicament”. The course

warming is not prevented, and that large losses of

introduced students to all the critical environmen-

soil carbon from ecosystems to the atmosphere

tal issues such as climate change, acid deposition,

(as carbon dioxide) have the potential to greatly

extinction of biological diversity, and human pop-

enhance the warming beyond projected levels. In-

ulation growth. I took the students on field trips

terestingly, 27 years of data from our control plots

to show them how these global issues played out

show clear evidence that they are changing in the

in the Upper Gunnison Basin. From the moment

same direction that the heated plots changed, but

I saw the Mexican Cut that first summer I was

of course at a slower pace.

hooked and decided to build the core of my field

How important is the fact that there is a
community of scientists here at RMBL?

research program here.

Can you describe some of your research
work?

The RMBL community is a source of lasting

John and Mel Harte, photo by Dr. Loring Conant

friendships, intellectual buzz, and scientific col-

During my first 12 years at RMBL I worked

laboration. RMBL is nearly unique among field

that one can explore relatively pristine ecosystems

at the Mexican Cut, studying acid deposition:

stations in the many ways it nurtures its community.

from a supportive base. In California, I live in the

where it was coming from, why and how much it

We are really part of a metacommunity, with

urbanized Bay Area, while at RMBL I can walk

changed pond chemistry, and how those chemical

all of the great people and activities in Crested

out my cabin door to my field sites….what a privilege!

changes affected the tiger salamander population.

Butte a critical piece of the action.

How important is private funding of science?

For the subsequent three decades I have been
studying how global heating is likely to affect our

Why did you decide to become a marmot
club member?

It shouldn’t have to be important because
science is a public good. But private funding is

subalpine meadows using a combination of a cli-

I wanted one of those cool vests. Seriously,

increasingly becoming critical because the num-

mate manipulation experiment that simulates the

joining the marmot club is a terrific way to sup-

ber of scientific problems that must be addressed

climate of roughly the year 2050, and observations

port the wonderful things that RMBL does. My

if humanity is to survive is growing faster than the

along elevational gradients. My students, post-

career would not be the same without RMBL.

capacity and willingness of government to support

docs and I have examined soil microclimate, veg-

Why are field stations important? What can
you do here that you cannot do in CA?

the needed science.

etation phenology, physiology, and productivity,
soil micro- and meso-biota, herbivory, ecosystem

Field stations are scientific base camps, pro-

carbon budgets, and methane fluxes. Among the

viding a secure place to keep coming back to so

Thanks to people like John and Mel Harte and the following
active RMBL scientists & spouses who are
Marmot Club Members:
Ian Billick & Jennie Reithel, Diane Campbell,
Paul & Anne Ehrlich, Amy Ellwein, David & Bonnie Inouye,
Brian Inouye & Nora Underwood, Mary Price & Nick Waser,
James & Barbara Thomson,
Charles “Rick” Williams & Rosemary Smith,
Scott & Sue Wissinger

Photo by Jimmy Lee, Ph.D.
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Students, colleagues, and family honor Dr. Ward Watt with a Festschrift at RMBL
Written by Adriana Briscoe, Ph.D. with editorial assistance by Laura Alice Watt, Ph.D. and Carol Boggs, Ph.D.
RMBL hosted a Festschrift symposium in honor of Professor Ward
Watt (University of South Carolina)
in the billy barr community center,
August 11-14, 2017. A festschrift
is typically a collection of writings
published in honor of a scholar and
in this case was a collection of presentations organized into a symposium
honoring Dr. Watt’s long career and
large influence. As an organizer of
the symposium, I was delighted when
RMBL Director Ian Billick quickly
agreed to the event. Nearly 50 people
were in attendance, including former
undergraduate students, graduate
students, postdocs, colleagues, and
family members. The purpose of the
symposium was to celebrate the distinguished career of Dr. Watt, who
besides making key contributions to
studies of natural selection, has had
and continues to have a huge impact
on the careers of numerous scientists
who work in the areas of ecology and
evolutionary biology.
Many of Watt’s 85+ former students and associates are now faculty
at research universities both nationally and internationally. These institutions include the University of Arizona (Bruce Tabashnik), the University
of California (UC), Merced (David
Ardell), UC Irvine (Adriana Briscoe), UC Davis (Maureen Stanton
and Johanna Schmitt), UC Berkeley
(Benjamin Blackman), the University of Colorado at Denver (David
Pollock), Duke University (Kathleen
Donohue), Washington State University (Patrick Carter), Tufts University (Frances Chew), the University of
Vermont (Alison Brody) and Stockholm University (Christopher Wheat
and Jason Hill), amongst others. A
member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (Schmitt) is among
the individuals Watt counts as a former student.
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RMBL was the ideal place to hold
the symposium, as Watt has been a
senior investigator at RMBL conducting research on adaptation in
Colias butterflies for the past 55 years.
He has exerted much of his influence
by creating an inclusive learning environment and by bringing his students
every summer to RMBL to conduct
fieldwork. For many of these beginning investigators, it was the first
time they had conducted research,
and coming to RMBL proved to be
a formative experience. It was great
fun for conference participants revisiting RMBL for the first time in many
years, to reconnect with each other
and the place where they had been
students.
Watt received his B.A. M.S.,
and Ph.D. from Yale University and
served in the military as a captain
in the Medical Service Corp of the
U.S. Army for two years, from 19671969. He began his academic career
at Stanford University as an Assistant
Professor in 1969, was promoted to
Associate Professor in 1975, and to
Full Professor in 1985. In 2013 he became Professor Emeritus at Stanford
University, and subsequently moved
to the University of South Carolina
where he is Professor of Biology, and
his wife, Dr. Carol Boggs, is a professor and Director of the School of the
Earth, Ocean and the Environment.
He has served in numerous positions
at RMBL, including Member of the
Board of Trustees, Member of the
Executive Committee, Director of
Development, Vice President and
President of the Board of Trustees
(1987-1988). In addition, Watt is an
elected fellow of Sigma Xi, the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, the California Academy
of Sciences and the Massachusetts
Academy of Sciences, and a founding
Associate Editor of the British journal Functional Ecology.
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Attendees of 2017 Ward Watt Festschrift, photo by Adriana Brisco, Ph.D.
First Row (Left to Right): Mary Beth Saffo, Julia Druce, Maureen Stanton,
Johanna Schmitt, Adam Porter, Rachel Steward, Larry Gall, Nathan Rank
Second Row: Kathleen Donohue, Laura Watt, Carol Boggs, Ward Watt,
Adriana Briscoe, Diane Campbell, Francie Chew, Joyce Tsuji, Adiya
Moore, David Ardell
Third Row: Rosemary Smith, Jeannie Stamberger, Patrick Carter, Benjamin
Blackman, Elizabeth Dahlhoff, Jean (Watt) Godfrey-June, Aline Rangel
Olguin, Aide Macias-Muñoz, Alison Brody, Rick Williams, Bruce Tabashnik
Fourth Row: Luvisa Wennerstrom, Jason Hill (with Runa), Robert Raguso,
David Carter, Nate Sanders, Charlie Knight, Mark Nielsen, David Pollock,
Christopher Wheat, Christian Boutwell

Watt is the author of more than
90 peer-reviewed articles and the
co-editor of one book, Butterflies:
Ecology and Evolution Taking Flight
(University of Chicago Press). His
evolutionary research has a strongly
mechanistic focus and has included
topics as diverse as the pigmentary
basis of coloration in butterfly wings,
the impact of pigmentation on thermoregulation, the thermal biology of
flight, the impact of natural amino
acid variation on glycolysis, population genetics, fitness and adaptation
in natural populations.
His former students and colleagues spoke about a variety of topics
in the two and a half days of scientific talks, loosely organized around
themes touched on in Professor Watt’s

research: molecular evolution, structure and function, evolution of insecticide resistance, adaptation of plants
and animals to the environment, and
plant-insect interactions. Many also
spoke about what being Watt’s student had meant to them. A poster
session provided the opportunity for
undergraduate and graduate students
to present their work. In summary, it
was an exuberant and heartfelt celebration of Professor Watt’s long-lasting, positive influence on the study of
adaptation in the wild. It was a fitting
celebration of a deeply-committed,
long-term member of RMBL’s community, which brought together family, friends and colleagues.

RMBL Summer Snapshots

Cabin at Cebolla, photo by Sarah Oktay, Ph.D.

The Winner Sam Long and other top finishers in the 2017 RMBL 1/3 Marathon, photo by Jen Pierson

Quilt Displayed in Science Café, photo by Elizabeth Overholser

Dr. Amy Ellwein Teaching a Geology Tour, photo by Jen Pierson

RMBL Campus Drone Shot, photo by David Inouye, Ph.D.
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This biannual newsletter is sent to supporters who have
made a donation to RMBL in the last 16 months. If you
would prefer to receive this newsletter electronically, please
email dev@rmbl.org. Thank you for your support!
Short-tailed weasel,
photo by Bobby Rice

Thanks to our RMBL donors who contribute
automatically every month, quarter, or year.
Alison Brody
Philippe Cohen & Cindy Stead
Julie Marshall & Richard Jones
Kailen Mooney & Kathy Thomas
Jennifer Maza Otremba
Dewey Overholser

Publications & Papers
RMBL scientists were prominent in the top science journals over
the past year. Jordan Mayor, Nate Sanders and Aimée Classen’s international research, including a site at RMBL, was published in Nature.
They showed that temperature at high elevation treelines around the
world affects plant and soil nutrients. Results suggest that continued increases in temperature may disrupt montane ecosystem processes. Similarly, Science published research by John Harte and colleagues including
data from 49 field studies around the world demonstrating that as global temperature increases, carbon in the soil will continue to be released.
This creates a positive feedback between land and climate, potentially
increasing the effects of a changing climate. Tom Mitchell-Olds published an article in Nature Ecology & Evolution describing the evolutionary implications of the genetic architecture of a native mustard.
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Dan Blumstein had a fun article in Science called ‘Skiing for Science’. RMBL students also published this year. Jordan Stark and
Lake Crawford published a paper in Oikos with mentors, Brian Enquist and Ben Blonder, on plant communities in a heterogeneous
environment. Investigating the effects of road dust on plant pollination, Genesis Casco, Maria Diaz, Asia Liza Morales, and Jennie
Solverson published a paper with mentors, Nick Waser and Mary
Price. Seven Ph.D. and Masters theses were published in 2016 and
6 graduate theses have been published in 2017. Finally, 30 peer reviewed papers have been published in 2017 so far. More information about RMBL publications can be found at the RMBL website:
http://www.rmbl.org/scientists/databases/publications/.

